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You don't have to leave home to enjoy dinner with a view. Pour a glass of wine and join that special
someone for a toast by the banquet table. Set for four, this intimate setting presents a stunning view of
your outdoor patio. However, if you are in need of a more relaxed dining experience, this locale also
offers a view to the television, as well.

Whether you are taking time for fun in the sun or making time for romance underneath the stars, be sure
to leave time for binge watching inside the den! Here, you will find a common room that is anything but
common, showcasing a large comfy couch, oceanic artwork, textured accent wall, and a flat-screen
television, for your viewing pleasure! The sofa pulls out to become a queen size bed.

A streamlined vanity and ultra-sleek glass stall shower await, ready to present you with overt opulence
and sweet serenity. Watch the white powder sand disappear as you rinse off the day and prepare to
explore Aruba's exotic nightlife.

Before you call it a night, be sure to head outside to your Tuscan-inspired terrace, where true passion is
made in the moonlight. A swing bed, deluxe bench, and several rustic touches turn this little haven into
the most sought-after place in town. Whether you invite some friends for a night of laughs and libations
or choose to keep it cool with an intimate party for two, this courtyard is guaranteed to be beyond
compare.

When the time comes, retire to your bed chamber to relax and re-center. Bathed in refreshing modern
design and festooned with nautical ornamentation, this location showcases a luxurious king size bed -
the perfect spot to unwind after a long day of excursions upon land and sea!
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